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Abstract—Any problem in voltage in a power network is 

undesirable as it aggravates the quality of the power. Power 

electronic devices such as Voltage Source Converter (VSC) 

based Static Synchronous Compensator (STATCOM), Dynamic 

Voltage Restorer (DVR) etc. are commonly used for the 

mitigation of voltage problems in the distribution system. The 

voltage problems dealt with in this paper are to show how to 

mitigate voltage sags in the CIGRE Low Voltage (LV) test 

network and networks like this. The voltage sags, for the tested 

cases in the CIGRE LV test network are mainly due to three 

phase faults. The compensation of voltage sags in the different 

parts of CIGRE distribution network is done by using the four 

STATCOM compensators already existing in the test grid. The 

simulations are carried out in DIgSILENT power factory 

software version 15.0.  
 
Index Terms—Wind Turbine Generator (WTG), Photovoltaic 

(PV), Voltage Source Converter (VSC), Static Compensator 

(STATCOM), Battery Energy Storage System (BESS) and 

mitigation of voltage sags. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Power quality, reliability and stability are the prime 

requirement of modern power systems. It is the aim of the 

utilities to continuously deliver the power to the customers at 

constant voltage and constant frequency. The quality of the 

power might be lost due to the deviations in the voltage and 

frequency of the network. Deviations are due to faults, 

coupling transients, lightening etc. The modern power 

industry comprise of VSC based equipments which are very 

sensitive to voltage sags/swells. Sag or swells in the voltage 

may cause tripping of such sensitive equipments which can 

cause damage to the production of plants. This may lead to 

huge economical loss. An increase or decrease of the voltage 

in power network requires a desired amount of absorbed or 

injected reactive power to counteract the disturbance. The 

flow of reactive power through the lines/cables reduces the 

power transfer capability of the lines/cables as well as 

increases the current which leads to increased losses [1]. It is 

therefore, necessary to control the voltage and reactive power 

of the distribution network in order to ensure stable operation 

of the power system and operate the lines within their safe 

thermal loading limits.  

Custom power devices can be used in this regard. Customs 

devices are the power electronics based devices such as 

(DVR), Distribution Static Compensator (D-STATCOM) etc. 

which are used to improve the quality of the power in 

electrical distribution network [2]. The VSC is a main 

component in these kinds of devices. Benefits of using VSCs 

are sinusoidal currents, controllable reactive power to 

regulate power factor or bus-voltage level and independent 

control of active and reactive power [3].  

A test distribution network set up by CIGRE comprising 

WTG, PV solar generation units, two batteries and 

STATCOMs comprising VSCs at different locations has been 

chosen for the study. The single line diagram of this 

distribution system is shown in “Fig.” 1. The introduction of 

different components of this network is described and the 

detailed data concerning the bus bars, cables/lines and the 

loads are given in [4]. 

The CIGRE network is modeled in DIgSILENT power 

factory software version 15.0. STATCOM controllers for 

both the PV systems have been developed in order to control 

oscillations in the AC and DC link voltage by injecting or 

absorbing the desired amount of the reactive power. The 

controllers for the Battery Energy Storage Systems (BESS) 

are developed and are able to charge/discharge the batteries at 

different charging rates and deliver reactive power when 

voltage in the network decreases. The BESS controllers are 

developed in such a way that they counteract voltage and 

frequency disturbances by receiving/delivering active and 

reactive powers at same time. The detailed methods of 

modeling these controllers together with mathematical 

representations are already described by the author in [5].   
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Figure 1. The single line diagram of LV CIGRE distribution system 

 

The four controllers (i.e. two D-STATCOM controllers for 

PV units and two BESS STATCOM based controllers for the 

batteries) are used for the mitigation of voltage sags in 

different parts of the network in this paper.  

The paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the 

simulation results without using controllers. Mitigation of the 

voltage sags in different parts of the network for the two 

cases (i.e. when voltage sag of 28% and 12% is proposed by 

using appropriate controllers in section III. Finally, the 

conclusion about the paper is presented in section IV.  

II. SIMULATION RESULTS WITHOUT USING CONTROLLERS 

A three phase fault with a fault impedance of 1 Ω ( fZ =1 Ω) 

is applied at time t=5 s on the Medium Voltage (MV) bus and 

is cleared after 150 m s. Since a three phase fault is a 

symmetric fault, and this kind of fault affects the voltage in 

all three phases equally. In this kind of fault only positive 

sequence component of the voltage is considered. The 

positive sequence component of the voltage on MV bus 

decreases to a value of 0.72 p.u (i.e. it is voltage sag of 28%) 

as shown in “Fig.” 2.  

This kind of fault also causes voltage sag in different parts of 

the CIGRE network. Voltage sag is IEEE term which refers 

to percent decrease in voltage [6].  The voltage on bus A, bus 

B, bus C, bus D, bus E, R11 and bus R17 without 

compensation is shown in fig.3. 

 
Figure 2 Voltage on MV bus 

 

 

Figure 3. Voltage sag on different parts of network due to fault on MV bus 

 

The depth of the voltage sag on different buses depends on the 
amount of current delivered by the grid and DG units and the 
network impedances between the fault and the current sources. 
The voltage sags are undesirable and cause adverse affects on 

different equipments used in power system. The behaviour of 

different components of CIGRE network during voltage sag 

is different.  

The behavior of the wind turbine generator in the case of 

voltage sag depends on its technology. The 5.5 kW squirrel 

cage induction generator is used for the fixed pitch and fixed 

speed WTG for this study and is connected at bus E where 

voltage sag has been appeared. In the case of squirrel cage 

induction generator, there is a decrease in active power 

supplied to the grid due to the voltage sag. Similarly, the 

reactive power consumed by the machine is reduced due to 

the demagnetization of the generator. The severity of 

demagnetization depends of the depth of sag. When the fault 

is cleared the induction generator absorbs reactive power 

from the grid for its magnetization [7], [8]. Further, the 

mechanical torque of the machine is considered to be constant 

at constant wind speed and the voltage sag causes a reduction 

in the electrical torque which increases the speed of the 

generator [8].  If the over speed protection of the wind turbine 

limit is reached, the WTG has to be disconnected from the 

grid and stopped. This situation leads to an interruption of the 

production. 

The detailed study about the effects of the voltage sags (i.e. 

symmetric or asymmetric) on WTG and its over speed 



 

protection in case of islanding is under the further 

consideration of the author. 

The unbalanced loads are also connected at bus C, D, R11 

and bus R17 of CIGRE network shown in “Fig.” 1. Any 

deviation in the voltage adversely affects them. A sag in the 

voltage reduces the illuminating intensity of lighting loads. 

The effects of voltage sag are different for the different loads. 

The adverse effects of the voltage sag on sensitive house hold 

loads have been described in [9].  

Similarly, voltage sag on the AC terminals of PV inverters 

causes the reduction in its DC-link voltage which in turn 

decreases the power output of PV units.  

It is therefore, necessary to protect distribution system against 

voltage sags by using appropriate compensation devices. 

 

III. MITIGATION OF VOLTAGE SAGS BY USING STACOM 

COMPENSATORS 

When STATCOM is used in distribution systems it is called 

D-STATCOM. It utilizes a design consisting of an IGBT 

based VSC connected to the power system and exhibits high 

speed control of reactive power to provide voltage 

stabilization in distribution networks. It can protect 

distribution networks against voltage sags by injecting the 

required amount of reactive power. According to EN 50160 

standards the voltage tolerance limit in low voltage Danish 

distribution network is +-10% [10]. 

Four D-STATCOMs, with proper controllers are employed at 

bus A, B, C and bus D. Two of them are used for PV 

applications and are only injecting/absorbing reactive power 

and the other two are equipped with batteries in order to 

inject/absorb both the active and reactive powers. These 

controllers are responsible for the voltage stabilization of the 

whole CIGRE network together with the external grid. Each 

D-STATCOM controller comprises two outer and two inner 

PI controllers and are detailed described in [5]. The two PV 

outer controllers are responsible for maintaining the AC and 

DC-link voltages. The inverters of the two BESS-

STATCOMs are named VSC1 and VSC2 and are connected 

at bus A and B respectively. The inverters of the two PV 

STATCOMs are named VSC3 and VSC4 and are connected 

at bus C and D, respectively. 

The voltage in the network is restored back to the permissible 

limits by the injection of reactive power by the controllers 

during a fault. All four controllers participate in the 

compensation of the voltage sag by delivering reactive power.  

The voltages on the AC and DC sides of bus C and bus D are 

shown in “Fig.” 4. It can be seen in “Fig.” 4 that the DC-link 

voltages of VSC3 and VSC4 decrease due to the voltage sag 

at a time equal to 5 s. A decrease in these voltages cause the 

power outputs of PV1 and PV2 delivered to the DC terminals 

of the respective inverters to decrease as shown in “Fig.” 5. 

 
Figure 4 The DC-link voltage of VSC3 and VSC4 and voltage on AC side 

of bus C and bus D 

 

 
Figure 5 Power output of PV1 and PV2 on DC side of the VSC3 and VSC4 

 

It can be seen in “Fig.” 5 that PV1 and PV2 are producing 

rated powers (i.e. 3 kW and 4 kW) respectively in normal 

operating conditions (i.e. full sunny day) and decrease when 

voltage sag appears at t= 5 s.  

The DC-link capacitors connected at the DC sides of VSC3 

and VSC4 are used to provide temporary injection or 

absorption of active power in order to control the DC-link 

voltages and thereby active power outputs of PV1 and PV2.  

The DC voltage controller of the D-STATCOM controllers 

compares the actual and the reference value (i.e. 1 p.u) of the 

DC-link voltage and sends the error signal to the PI 

controller. The PI controller makes the error signal equal to 

zero and decides the amount of active power injection or 

absorption by the DC-link capacitor. 

At t=5 s the DC-link voltages (shown in “Fig.” 4) and power 

outputs of PV1 and PV2 (shown in “Fig.” 5) decrease and the 

respective controllers send signals to the capacitors to 

discharge and deliver the active powers. It is shown in “Fig.” 

4 and “Fig.” 5 that the DC voltage controllers have controlled 

the DC-link voltages and maintained the power outputs of 

PV1 and PV2 at its pre-fault value in a short duration. 

When a fault is cleared after 150 m s, the DC-link voltages 

shown in “Fig.” 4 increase because of the short time 

availability of active power injection by the capacitors until 

they return to charging mode. This peak in DC-link voltage 

causes the active power output of these units to increase as 

shown in “Fig.” 5. When the DC-link voltages are brought 



 

back to nominal values, the productions of these units come 

to the nominal value again.  

The voltage on the AC side of the buses in the network is 

improved by delivering the proper amount of reactive power. 

The AC voltage controllers of the D-STATCOMs are 

developed to meet these requirements. The controllers are 

developed in such a way that they are responsible to bring the 

AC voltage back to 1 p.u after any disturbance depending on 

the availability of reactive power.  

The reactive powers injected by VSC1 and VSC2 when their 

respective controllers charge the batteries at full charging 

rates and the reactive power delivered by VSC3 and VSC4 

are shown in “Fig.” 6 and “Fig.” 7 respectively. The 

contribution of reactive power from the different converters 

(i.e. VSC1, VSC2, VSC3 and VSC4) is according to their 

rated power. The ratings of inverters used in the network are 

shown in Table. 1. 

 

 
Figure 6 Reactive power injected by VSC1 and VSC2 

 

 
Figure 7 Reactive power injected by VSC3 and VSC4 

 
TABLE 1  

THE RATINGS OF THE INVERTERS USED IN THE NETWORK 

Name of an inverter Apparent power, S (kVA)  

VSC1 35  
VSC2 25  

VSC3 18  

VSC4 24  
 

 

The inverters mentioned in Table 1 can deliver reactive 

power up to their rated value if they do not inject or absorb 

active power. As shown in “Fig.” 6, VSC1 and VSC2 deliver 

small amounts of reactive power during steady state condition 

but inject maximum amount of reactive power during voltage 

sag. It can be seen in “Fig.” 7 that VSC3 and VSC4 are 

injecting nearly full amount of reactive power in steady state 

operation in order to meet the line voltage drops and other 

load unbalances in the network. The reactive power delivered 

by these controllers is not enough to restore the voltage on 

these buses to 1 p.u during steady state operation, therefore 

when the voltage sag appears at t=5 s, the controllers do not 

have enough reactive power to compensate for it and hence 

the distribution system operates in under voltage condition. 

Due to this reason the reactive power injected by these 

controllers decrease further (i.e. sinQ VI  ) as seen in 

“Fig.” 7. 

The voltage on bus A, B, C, D, bus E, R11 and bus R17 in 

this case is shown in “Fig.” 8. It can be seen in “Fig.” 8 that 

all the controllers in the CIGRE test network are not able to 

compensate the voltage sag up to desirable operating limits. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8 Voltage on different parts of network with compensation 

 

On the other hand, the voltage sags in the distribution 

network can be mitigated to acceptable limits if batteries are 

charged at low rates instead of at full rates. The plots of the 

current drawn by both the batteries from the grid for two 

different charging rates (i.e. 1 C rate and 1/10 C rate) flowing 

through line L2 and line L4 is shown in “Fig.” 9 and “Fig.” 

10 respectively.   

 
Figure 9 current through line L2 for the two different charging rates 

  



 

 
Figure 10 current through line L4 for the two different charging rates 

 

 

It can be seen in “Fig.” 9 and “Fig.” 10 that both batteries 

carry different currents at different charging rates during 

steady state operation. The batteries are charged slowly when 

current flows according to 1/10
th

 rate. The current flowing 

through these lines increases when the short circuit fault 

occurs at t=5 s in the network. The increase in the current 

through these lines during a fault at a slower charging rate is 

less as compared to a faster one and gives less voltage drop 

across the lines. 

The voltage on bus A, bus B, bus C, bus D, bus E, R11 and 

bus R17 in this case is shown in “Fig.” 11. The voltage seen 

on bus C during voltage sag is oscillating and these 

oscillations are due to the behavior of the reactive power 

absorbed/injected by WTG. It can be seen in “Fig.” 11 that 

the voltage in the low voltage CIGRE network has been 

improved a little but the existing controllers are still unable to 

compensate the voltage sags of this depth up to the desired 

level.  

 
Figure 11 Voltage on different parts of the network with compensation when 

batteries are charged at 1/10th charging rate 

 

Alternately, a three phase fault with a fault impedance of 2 Ω 

( fZ =2 Ω) is applied at time t=5 s on the MV bus instead. 

This is done in order to test the effectiveness of the 

controllers for less deep voltage sags as compared to previous 

case. The voltage on the MV bus and the voltage sag in the 

other parts of network without using controllers are shown on 

“Fig.” 12 and “Fig.” 13 respectively. 

 
 

Figure 12 Voltage on MV bus when fault appears with 2Ω fault impedance 

 

 
Figure 13 Voltage on different parts of network when fault appears with 2Ω 

fault impedance 

 

The positive sequence component of voltage on MV 

decreases to a value of 0.88 p.u (i.e. voltage sag of 12%) in 

this case as shown in “Fig.” 12. The sag depth is shallow 

because of bigger fault impedance as compared to the 

previous case. In can be seen in “Fig.” 13 that the voltage sag 

on bus R11 is slightly less than on the other buses because 

there is less current flow in that direction as the three single 

phase loads on that bus are small as compared to the other 

existing loads in the network. 

The compensation in this case is made when all four 

controllers are injecting reactive power in order to maintain 

the quality of power in the network. The voltage on different 

buses of the network when batteries are charged at full 

charging rates is shown in “Fig.” 14. It can be seen in this fig. 

that the voltage in the network is improved but it is still less 

than the power quality limits for Danish low voltage grids 

[10]. 

By implementing the method of slow charging of the 

batteries, the voltage in the network has been restored to the 

permissible limits according to Danish standards as shown in 

“Fig.” 15. 



 

 
Figure 14 Voltage on different parts of network when batteries charge at full 

charging rate 

 

 
Figure 15 Voltage on different parts of network when batteries charge at 

slow rate 

 

The D-STATCOM controller of battery2 and STATCOM 

controller of PV1 are delivering reactive power which is 

summed up at the same connection point (i.e. R10 in “Fig.” 1). 

This is the reason why the voltage on the buses of these 

controllers (i.e. bus B and Bus C) is improved more than the 

other buses as shown in “Fig.” 15. The voltage on Bus B 

during voltage sag is improved slightly better than the voltage 

on bus C because of a higher rating of an inverter (i.e. VSC2) 

used on bus B which delivers more reactive power as 

compared to the inverter on bus C (i.e. VSC3).  

The sum of the reactive power of the above mentioned 

controllers passing through point R10 flows to other parts of 

the network in order to compensate the voltage sags there. The 

remaining amount of reactive power after the compensation of 

voltage sag on bus R17 flows towards the other parts of 

network again where it adds with the reactive power delivered 

by the STATCOM controller of battery 2 and the STATCOM 

controller of PV2 and corrects the voltage on the other buses.  

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

A brief introduction about the effects on voltage sags on WTG, 

the loads and on the output power of PV units have been 

presented in this paper. The mitigation of voltage sag has been 

performed by using two D-STATCOM and two BESS based 

STATCOM controllers. The compensation for the two different 

cases (i.e. voltage dip of 72% and 88%) has been performed. It 

has been shown that when batteries are charged at full charging 

rates, controllers have not enough reactive power to 

compensate the voltage sag to a satisfactory limit. It is 

concluded that the mitigation of voltage sags in this network by 

using existing services is only possible if batteries are charged 

at slow rate. The batteries have been charged at slow rates for 

the two cases in order to mitigate the voltage sag in the network 

to the permissible limits. It has been observed that the existing 

controllers can mitigate the voltage dip of up to 88% depth. If 

the depth of the voltage dip is more than that the controllers 

cannot restore the voltage up to the operating limits. This has 

been verified in simulation results. In future work the 

controllers will be tested in island conditions as well. The 

effects of different types of voltage sags on the WTG and its 

protection against over speeding of the generator in island 

operation will be studied in future. 
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